THE VALUE OF ADHESIVES IN THE MILLINER'S WORKROOM

One of the indispensable requisites in a milliner's workroom is the millinery adhesive, a factor doubly important since the inauguration of a pronounced vogue for smoothly draped fabric hats and for countless trimming ornaments which cannot be sewed must be pasted in order to produce the correct effect. It goes without saying that ordinary glue cannot be employed for millinery purposes; but there are cements specially prepared for milliner's use, which, while possessing all the adhesive qualities to be found in the best glues and pastes, do not stain or penetrate the fabrics, however delicate in texture and coloring.

Nothing is simpler than the use of these millinery cements. If a hat brim is to be covered, cut the covering the required size, allowing about one-half inch for folding in, apply a coat of cement to the reverse of fabric as well as a coat to the buckram or willow foundation. Permit these to dry. If the goods are of a heavy character, two coats should be applied, allowing each to dry separately. When the cement has dried out, apply the facing by pressing it down on the buckram, rubbing it tight with the hand. No weights are required for holding down millinery cement to cause it to hold. With glue this is necessary, as ordinary glue only sticks while it is wet, and parts must be pressed together immediately before the glue sets. This is just opposite to the use of millinery cement. In addition, glue is usually used hot, while millinery cement is always used cold.

Fancies of every description may be made with the aid of millinery cement. Then a vast variety of cockades and pompons and bright flowers are also the contributions to the new-found uses for millinery cement. In addition to these, new combinations in ribbon effects have been produced which are startling in their novelty. What makes all these things possible is the fact that millinery cement takes the place of sewing. So when two ribbons are faced together not a stitch is visible, and if a plume is to be made the maker has the assurance that neither rain nor weather can spoil it.
For wide ribbon bows and other trimming motifs the foundation is first cut of willow, crinoline or buckram and finished with flat ribbon wire so as to retain its shape, after which two sections of ribbon, piece goods or whatever other fabric the motif is covered with are pasted to the top and under side of the foundation. This eliminates all sewing, saving time and labor. It is necessary to wait for the cement to dry before pressing together foundation and covering. In connection with the preparation of fur and feather fancies and trimmings, a foundation of a suitable fabric, such as cretonne, felt or some similar soft material, is spread with cement and the feathers or fur are laid on this while the cement is wet. The whole article is built up and allowed to dry after the feathers or fur have been set in place.

Millinery glue takes the place of needle and thread for fastening fancy braid or guimp on hat crowns or brims, for securely fastening the covering of cabochons and for pasting ribbon and lace rosettes and cockades on their foundations. There are a thousand different uses for it, and in every instance it means a saving of time and a considerable economy in work.
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Practical Millinery Lessons is a complete handy reference book compiled to aid the Milliner in instructing apprentices.

PRACTICAL MILLINERY LESSONS

contains more than 100 illustrations and is in itself a complete course in the Art of Millinery—and teaches every process, from the making of the hat frame to the art of trimming the finished hat.
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KNU-KOL TRADE MARK
The New Liquid Transformer

THE PERFECT STRAW HAT DYE

KNU-KOL is an improvement over all similar preparations and instantly dyes and makes a beautiful elastic feeling hat, giving a beautiful gloss or dull finish as desired.

NO SEDIMENT -- LESS LOSS BY EVAPORATION

Put up in attractive cartons with brush and full directions.
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FOR SALE BY ALL MILLINERY JOBBERS

MANUF'D ONLY BY EDWIN A. ROGERS & CO. BOSTON, MASS.

The oldest and most extensive manufacturers in the United States of finishes and sizings for the straw hat and millinery trades.
FABRIC TITE \{ No Sewing Required \}
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The Perfect Millinery Glue

The BEST Adhesive

for fabrics, feathers, ribbons, etc—dries better
goes further, and is stronger than any
similar preparation.
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WITHOUT SEWING
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Put up in cans and tubes for practical use.
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of Finishes and Sizings for the Straw Hat and Millinery Trade.
Remodel your old hats and touch them up with JETUM in either Black, Blue, Brown, Red, Green, Purple or Gray.

KLENZUM will clean White Straw Hats

If your jobber does not carry it send us his name and we will see that you get it.
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Snow-White Millinery Cement

made Millinery without sewing practical. It is the quickest, cheapest and best method for covering brims, crowns putting French edges on hats; arranging feathers or draping ribbons.

Dutch Brand Snow-White Millinery Cement is helping thousands of milliners make larger profits by shortening the work on a hat. Let it help you. For sale at your jobbers

FREE: Generous trial sample and booklet, "Millinery without Sewing," sent free on receipt of name of your jobber.

1 Quart Can
Also put up in handy 4-oz. bottles with brush, and collapsible tubes.
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CHICAGO, ILL.
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Value GROWS EVER

One Idea from it is Worth More to You
Than the Cost of a Year's Subscription

Every issue profusely illustrated with portraits of pattern hats and coming popular styles. A prolific array of pictures in colors of hats showing novelties in shapes, materials and garnitures.

Three out of four dealers making a real success out of the millinery business read THE ILLUSTRATED MILLINER.

Explicit dimensions for making all hats, careful descriptions of materials, colors, trimmings, etc.

The New York Fashion Letter in THE ILLUSTRATED MILLINER is a clear, concise digest of fashions of the coming month.

Our Paris correspondent naturally has access to all of the finest ateliers and reports new features and developments a month ahead of other magazines. Every month we produce her pen-and-ink sketches of every novelty seen in Paris.

Our "Lessons for Beginners" and "The Copyist" assist materially in developing apprentices.
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JULIA BOTTOMLEY, TECHNICAL EDITOR
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CLAIREE C. WEIL, FASHION EDITOR
   The best millinery writer of the day.

EMMA MAXWELL BURKE
   A practical milliner and teacher of millinery.

MME. TITUS
   Milliner to the smart set.

You can profit by and enjoy the services of these experts.
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NEW YORK CITY
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The Art and Craft of
RIBBON WORK

The most instructive, the most beautiful, the most complete volume devoted to the manipulation of Ribbons ever compiled.
Roses and Flowers in Lustrous Colors.
Details of construction step by step.
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Profusely illustrated, with many complete lessons in colors
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